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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like today!

Ask a Stoner

High-day, April 20, 2012

If the words “life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness” don’t include
the right to experiment with your
own consciousness, then the
Declaration of Independence isn’t
worth the hemp it was written on.
Terence McKenna

Collection
of Stories
Regarding
Weed

James “Permafried” McGee ~ High Correspondent

Dear Permafried,

start rolling!

How you I reduce my overwhelming
urge to eat styrofoam? My mom thinks
I have a problem but I say this is a free
country and I should be able to do
what I want!!

-Permafried

Signed, Stomache Ache

By BIG O ~ Daily Bull

ORANGE COUNTY, CA- A
man in Orange county was
arrested for being too high
in public the other day.
The man was said to have
climbed upon a small shack
and jumped off repeatedly
in an attempt to fly, each
time, he took a hit of marijuana. Witnesses state that each
time he took a hit he stated
“Need to get HIGHER!” Before jumping off. Luckily, he
landed in sand which allowed him to be mostly
unharmed. Authorities are
looking into his house to
see if he has his own stash
of plants.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK- A
new song came out that is
said to be better than anything ever written by anyone,
of all time. Given that most of
see HIGH TALES on back

Dear Permafried,
My girlfriend keeps wanting to have sex
with me! How
do reduce her
insatiable appetite for my bod?

Stomach Ache,
S i g n e d ,
First, I take a
Sprained Cock
nice looking
bud and either
Sprained Cock,
run it through a
grinder or bust
Now there are
it up with my
a bunch of diffingers. A lot of
ferent papers to
people prefer
choose from.
the the grinder
I wish I could
to “save all the
offer some adkeef” but I say
vice but all you
fuck it-- there’s
can really do is
nothing better
start trying all of
than have sticky
them. From A to
fingers from
Zig-Zag I’ve tried
o o e y - g o o e y Permafried is also an ex US military member. them all.
He knows his stuff!
weed. Af ter
taking time to be sure that my now Take your paper and flatten it out. That
ground up herb is stem free it’s time to creases in the middle doesn’t need to
see DUDE WHAT? on back

WHOAH.... It’s like.... end of the semester
dudes..... Deep man... Deep...

KEN KEN

Place numbers 1-9 in each box. The numbers in the upper left corner are the result, and the sign next to them is the operation you must do. For instance, to get
15x, put a 3 and a 5 in any order. But like sudoku, only 1 number of it’s kind per
row/collumn. Division/subtraction is done to the right/down never backwards.

from HIGH TALES on front

the best songs written were written
while being completely stoned, it’s
obvious to note that the possibility of
drugs being involved is highly likely.
SILICONE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA- A
whole new coding and operating
system has been created in California. This newcoding language is
theorized to replace the old system
which was written ages ago by people on acid, and we currently have
no idea to know how it works. The
obvious benefit of this new coding
language is that anyone can understand it, they just need to be high,
and it’s supposedly much faster than
the previous language. Whether or
not it gets implemented is still a question, as Computer Science scholars
are researching the code around the
clock as we speak, attempting to find
any bugs or errors with the code. FInal decisions are expected to come
out in the next year or so.
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US-MEXICO BORDER- An illegal immigrant has evaded authorities this
weekend as he crossed the border.
According to the reports, the border
patrol was chasing after the immigrant, and as they did so, the immigrant grabbed a leaf off of a nearby
pot-bush, that was on nobody’s
property. He happened to have a
lighter on him, lit the leaf, and then
disappeared. As in, he actually just
POOFED. Authorities are confused as
to how an immigran complely disappeared, but in the meantime, it is noted that the bush has been removed
and relocated from it’s current spot.
It is rumored that US Secret Service
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Agents might have ‘confiscated’ the inhale deeply and get the Prime-O
plant along with several hookers, and advantage over those Kings.
blow found along the path of the immigrant’s retreat.
HOUGHTON, MI- An engineering student has decided to go and become
VANCOUVER, CANADA- The Cana- an art major. The reason for this was
dians have come forward and pre- given in the students statement. “Man,
vented the LA Kings from being the it was like, life changing. I took like 1
first 8 seed to sweep a 1 seed. The hit, and all of a sudden, I started seecaptain of the Canucks has stated that ing colors everywhere. The world is
“Our team has really prepared for the just so pretty man. There’s life and fun
coming games by working on our and good everwhere. Stop hurtin all
breathing and making sure we know the fuzzy animals, dood! We gotta
what and how to breathe. We really save our woodland mother from
think our breathing got the better of like... the evils of engineering... and
them. Perhaps we can use it again like people.” The student is currently
next game. I can tell you we’re going being investigated, as well as all of his
previous room mates to see if he was
introduced on his own, or if one of
his room mates are secretly a drug
dealer.
LOLOLOLOL REALITY- Lolollol what’s
reality... I totally forgot. I think taking
that hit before finishing this last paragraph was a bad idea. I think maybe I
shouldn’t have. I mean, I’m seeing like
17 different colors of white. White’s
not even a color! WHAT IS THIS!
ARGH OMG! WTF! LOLOLOL
Hehe, why is everything so funny..
hehe hehehe.... he....
I’m hungry? Where’s my burrito. NO
NOT A BABY MAKE DONKEY...

be there. Place your ground up material in the cupped paper making sure
the gum is facing you.
-Friedizled: out
Dear Permafried,
I think my son is smoking weed. How
do I approach him about the subject
because health concerns aside, I don’t
want him to become one of those
reefer maniacs.
Signed, Concerned Father
Concerned Father,
Once all the material is in there and
evenly distributed it’s time to start
rolling! Start small- the idea is get
everything packed up or “pearled”.
After what was once a mound a weed
becomes a cylinder it’s time to lick it
and stick it! Start by rolling the joint up
your index fingers with your thiumbs.
It is very important that you maintain a
good tuck on the paper because this is
the easiest step to mess up and end up
with the ever-dreaded canoeing joint.
After you roll it all the way up lightly lick
the gum that should be facing you-- no
need to make out with it. Make sure
she’s got a good seal all the way down
then twist the ends and enjoy!

Mmmm burrito

Also, lighten up! It’s just weed,
mannnnn.

Tastey...

-Fried

Ohmahgawd. We have an email list? Who knew?! Actually the people who
get the Bull in their email knew. And now you do to! Are you astounded yet?
Are you wondering how you yourself can get on the best majordomo list ever?
Did you know that majordomo used to be called majorcool? Now you do.
Oh yeah. The email list. All you gotta go is send an email with a blank subject
to bull@mtu.edu.
ITS THAT EASY! Then send away! Now you’re cool like Major Domo! Hooray!

